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Abstract 

The deliverables for this task, and all WP5-8 tasks, are software 
and are of EU type “OTHER”. The software and accompanying 
material (eg description, instructions) is available on the ZDMP 
software repository which is updated dynamically. However, for EU 
formal reporting purposes, this brief cover document provides a 
formalised pointer to the downloadable software and related 
content. This deliverable should read in conjunction with the D006-
D020 deliverables which document the software process/status for 
each WP/Task. This deliverable represents the status as at M18 
with further living editions at M18 and M48 
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Executive Summary 

The main objective of “WP8: Product Quality Assurance” is to ensure the quality of the 
product along the value chain of the manufacturing process by developing zero defect 
manufacturing (ZDM) applications based on digital models of manufacturing assets and 
manufacturing processes. The deliverables of this work package and the WP1 
Management work package are divided into software packages and document/reports. In 
terms of reporting:  

• Process/Status: Report D104 Characterization and Modelling of WP8 Product 
Quality Assurance, as identified in the DOA, focuses on the process/status of the 
work accomplished in Task T8.1 

• Software: All WP8 software deliverables of T8.1-T8.4 (type “OTHER”) are available 
in the ZDMP public repository with access details and install instructions further 
described in this report which is a ‘current’ extract of the repository 

“WP8: Product Quality Assurance” consists of: Modelling, Prediction, Inspection, and 
Supervision. The tasks of WP8 are the following: 

• T8.1 - Characterization and Modelling / Digital Twin 

• T8.2 - Pre-Production: Product Quality Prediction / Product Assurance Runtime - 
Quality Prediction 

• T8.3 - Production: Non-Destructive Product Inspection / Non-Destructive Inspection  

• T8.4 - Production: Supervision / Product Assurance Runtime – Quality Supervision 

This deliverable represents Task T8.1 Characterization and Modelling which in turn is 
composed of the following components:  

• Digital Twin 

As reported in the architecture deliverable the purpose of these components is: “To give a 
representation of the current state of a manufacturing process and/or the characterisation 
and modelling of product features (physical characteristics, bill of materials, tolerances, 
etc). It provides data objects that describe the various aspects of the physical and logical 
parts of these including the status of the different (potentially distributed) components of 
the manufacturing system and product features. A digital twin also allows the simulation of 
the state of the manufacturing process at a time in the future”. 

Each of the components is structured into the following sections: 

• General Description 

• Architecture Diagram 

• Features 

• Requirements 

• Installation 

• How to Use 

• Functional Requirements Implementation Status (M18) 

This report covers the period from the project start until M18 with most activity in the M13-
M18 period. Further formal deliverables are due M30 and M48 as well as an informal 
iteration at 24. 

http://www.zdmp.eu/
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0 Introduction 

Due to the cover nature of this deliverable; this introduction is presented in short-form only. 
For further information please consults D006 - Technical Management: Overview Report. 

0.1 ZDMP Project Overview 

ZDMP – Zero Defects Manufacturing Platform – is a project 
funded by the H2020 Framework Programme of the 
European Commission under Grant Agreement 825631 
and conducted from January 2019 until December 2022. It 
engages 30 partners (Users, Technology Providers, 
Consultants and Research Institutes) from 11 countries 
with a total budget of circa 16.2M€. Further information can 
be found at www.zdmp.eu. 

ZDMP aims at providing such an extendable platform for 
supporting factories with a high interoperability level, to 
cope with the concept of connected factories to reach the goal of zero-defect production. 
For this, the platform provides the tools to allow following each step of production, using 
data acquisition to automatically determine the functioning of each step regarding the 
quality of the process and product.  

0.2 Deliverable Purpose and Scope 

The deliverables for this task, and all WP5-8 tasks, are software and are of EU type 
“OTHER”. The software and accompanying material (eg description, instructions) is 
available on the ZDMP software repository which is updated dynamically. However, for EU 
formal reporting purposes, this brief cover document provides a formalised pointer to the 
downloadable software and related content. This deliverable should read in conjunction 
with the D006-D020 deliverables which document the software process/status for each 
WP/Task. This deliverable represents the status as at M18 with further living editions at 
M18 and M48. Specifically, the DOA states the following regarding this Deliverable: 

T8.1 Characterization and Modelling CET Six 
Monthly 

D104 
D105 
D106 

Characterization and 
Modelling 

OTHER 
(Prototype) 

PU 18, (24), 30, 48, 
Reporting via T1.4.x 
Series 

RDI3-6, 8 

The objective of this task is to lay the foundations for the subsequent tasks in this WP to be 
performed. This task will apply and adapt existing techniques to configure a set of tools providing: i) 
Material characterization, ii) Physical product description (component identification and tolerances, 
assembly relationships, Bill of Materials etc), iii) Virtual product modelling (digital twins), and iv) 
Methods for the traceability of the product. A general-purpose version of the tools will be available as 
a first prototype, which will be tuned and adapted through subsequent iterations to the diverse use 
cases considered in the project. 

0.3 Target Audience 

The primary target audience for this document are the partners and WPs of the project, as 
well as the EU and reviewers. 

0.4 Deliverable Context 

The deliverable context is as per Section 0.2: 

http://www.zdmp.eu/
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Primary Preceding documents: 

• D006: Technical Management Overview Report: Represents the general software 
status of the project including information on commits and WP5-8 Risks and 
mitigations 

• D018: Technical Management: WP8 Report: Represents the process/status and 
future actions of this work package, including this task. It also includes related KPIs 
and their status 

• D055: Technical Specification and Update: Describes the different APIs of the 
components 

0.5 Document Structure 

This deliverable is broken down into the following sections: 

• Section 1: Component: Digital Twin 

0.6 Document Status  

This document is listed in the Description of Action as “public” since it represents the open 
nature of the project’s software deliverables. 

0.7 Document Dependencies  

• None 

0.8 Glossary and Abbreviations 

A definition of common terms related to ZDMP, as well as a list of abbreviations, is 
available at http://www.zdmp.eu/glossary. 

0.9 External Annexes and Supporting Documents 

• See the ‘Resources’ grid within the General Description Section of each component 

0.10 Reading Notes 

• None 

0.11 Document Updates 

• This is the first version of this document 

http://www.zdmp.eu/glossary
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1 Component: Digital Twin 

1.1 General description 

Digital twin refers to a digital replica of potential and actual physical assets (physical twin), 
containing processes and products that can be used for various purposes. With the digital 
twin is possible to represent and model processes and products features (ie physical 
characteristics, bill of materials, tolerances, etc.). Moreover, it provides data objects 
describing various aspects of the physical and logical parts of a manufacturing process. 
Additionally, it also includes the status of the different (potentially distributed) components 
of the manufacturing system and product features. A digital twin allows to simulate the 
future state of the manufacturing process or product production using AI algorithms to 
perform a dynamic virtual representation 

Resource Location 

Source Code Link  

Latest Release (v1.0.0) Download  

Open API Spec Link  

Video Coming soon 

The date of generation of this component content is: 2020-06-12 

  

https://zdmp-gitlab.ascora.eu/zdmp_code/edge-tier/t7.3-t8.1-digital-twin/-/tree/master
http://grupoceteck.com/ZDMP/Digital_Twin.rar
https://zdmp-gitlab.ascora.eu/zdmp_code/edge-tier/t7.3-t8.1-digital-twin/-/blob/develop/documentation/public/openapi
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1.2 Architecture Diagram 

The following diagram shows the position of this component in the ZDMP architecture. 

Figure 1: Position of component in ZDMP Architecture 

1.3 Features 

The main features of the Digital Twin are: 

• Model Loader: This function allows to load an instance of virtual representation of a 
process or a product. It acts as connector between the Management API Interface 
and the Model Builder. It also allows to update a previous configuration with new 
parameters and publish the model that will be simulated. That information is sent to 
the Model Builder in a compatible format and it forwards configuration updates and 
validation information from the Model Builder to the Management API Interface 

• Model Builder: Builds a digital model according to the configuration provided by the 
Model Loader into the execution engine implemented in the Process/product 
Execution Manager and also to the Simulation Engine with the algorithms that 
simulate using the selected parameters. The Model Builder implements functions to 
update the configuration and validate the model 

• Process/product Execution Manager: Contains the execution engine that manages 
the status information of the model. The information is collected from sensors 
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through the Storage or Message Bus components. Information is saved in time data 
series in the Storage via the Batch (historic) Data Interface 

• Simulation Engine: Runs the simulation model using a process-based, discrete-
event simulation framework, selected when the model is loaded, applying the 
provided configuration parameters. Results are available via the Part-Flow Simulator 
Interface 

1.3.1 Detailed Architecture  

The component is composed of the following modules: 

• Management API Interface: Interface to manage the configuration of the Digital 
Twin and its components 

• Process Representation: This subcomponent manages the virtual representation of 
the manufacturing process and its simulation. This virtual representation is basically 
a digital model of the manufacturing process and its components, including its real-
time status its simulation 

• Process Model Loader: Acts as a connector between the Management API 
Interface and the Model Builder. It loads the configuration of the process virtual 
representation and simulation via the Management API Interface into the Model 
Builder in a compatible format, and it forwards configuration updates and validation 
information from the Model Builder to the Management API Interface 

• Process Model Builder: Builds a digital model of the process according to the 
configuration information provided by the Model Loader in the execution engine 
implemented in the Process Execution Manager. The Model Builder implements 
functions to update the configuration and validate the model. These functions can be 
accessed via the Model Loader 

• Process Execution Manager: Contains the execution engine that handles the status 
information of the process model. The information is collected from sensors through 
the Data Acquisition component and available to the Digital Twin component via the 
messaging component and the technical functions interface. Information is saved in 
time data series in Storage via the Batch (historic) Data Interface 

• Process Simulation Engine: Runs the process simulation model. It uses a process-
based, discrete-event simulation framework, applying the provided configuration 
parameters. Results are available via the Part-Flow Simulator Interface 

• Product Representation: This subcomponent manages the virtual representation of 
the manufacturing product and its simulation. This virtual representation is basically a 
digital model of the manufacturing product and its components, including its real-time 
status and its simulation 

• Product Model Loader: Acts as a connector between the Management API 
Interface and the Model Builder. It loads the configuration of the product virtual 
representation via the Management API Interface into the Model Builder in a 
compatible format and it forwards configuration updates and validation information 
from the model builder to the Management API Interface 

• Product Model Builder: Builds a digital model of the product according to the 
configuration information provided by the Model Loader in the execution engine 
implemented in the Product Execution Manager. The Model Builder implements 
functions to update the configuration and validate the model. These functions can be 
accessed via the Model Loader 
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• Product Execution Manager: Contains the execution engine that handles the status 
information of the product model. The information is collected from sensors through 
the Data acquisition component and available to the digital twin component via the 
messaging component and the technical functions interface. Information is saved in 
time data series in storage via the Batch (historic) Data interface 

• Product Simulation Engine: Runs the product simulation model. It uses a process-
based, discrete-event simulation framework, applying the provided configuration 
parameters. Results are available via the Part-Flow Simulator Interface 

• Technical Functions Interface: Interface to the technical functions and status of the 
manufacturing processes, products and its components 

• Batch (Historic) Data Interface: Interface to historic time data series of the status of 
the manufacturing processes, products and its components 

• Digital Twin UI: User interface to configure and monitor the virtual representation of 
the manufacturing process or product and access historic data 

• Process and T7.2 Configuration UI: This user interface allows to define the 
configuration of the manufacturing process (eg: components, organization, data 
sources for real-time data, material and fluid balance, etc.) and load Equipment 
Performance Optimization models 

• Product and T8.3 Configuration UI: This user interface allows to define the 
configuration of the product (eg: product features, piece parameters, bill of materials, 
tolerances) and load Non-Destructive Product Inspection parameters or model 

• Part Flow Simulator Interface: Provides the simulation results 

• Interactive Simulation UI: This user interface is used to visualize the simulation 
results in a user-friendly, interactive graphical environment 

• Simulation Configuration UI: Provides access to the simulation configuration 
parameters. Some examples are stepping type (eg: faster, real-time, manual), step 
time interval or simulation period 

1.4 System Requirements 

The following requirements are necessary for the installation and operation of the “Digital 
Twin Modeler User Interface”. 

1.4.1  System and Hardware Requirements 

• WINDOWS: 

• Windows 10 64-bit: Pro, Enterprise, or Education (Build 15063 or later) 

• Hyper-V and Containers Windows features must be enabled (in order to install 
and operate Docker) 

• 64 bit processor 

• 4GB system RAM  

• MAC: 

• MacOS must be version 10.13 or newer 

• Mac hardware must be a 2010 or a newer model 
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1.4.2 Software Requirements 

• DOCKER: 

• Docker Desktop for Windows (Link) 

• Docker Desktop for Mac (Link) 

• Digital Twin modeller component (Download) 

• T7.1-T7.2-T7.3-Prediction and optimization run-time component: (Download) 

1.4.3 Dependences on other ZDMP components 

At this stage of the development of the Digital Twin Modeler (the only ZDMP component 
with which there is a dependence is the Prediction and Optimization Run-time component. 
The Digital Twin uses this component in order to execute simulations, as explained in 
section “How to use”. The installation of this component is included in section “Installation”. 

The other ZDMP components with which the Digital Twin Modeler will be related in the 
following stages of development are: 

• Storage 

• Service and Message Bus 

• Process Assurance Run-time 

• Secure Authentication and Authorization 

1.5 Installation 

In order to operate with all available features at this stage of the project development, the 
Digital Twin Modeler needs the installation of the Digital Twin Modeler component itself 
and the installation of other component: Prediction and Optimization Run-time. So in this 
section are separately described the installation of both components. 

As said in section “Requirements”, the local computer needs to have installed Docker 
Desktop. 

1.5.1 Digital Twin Modeler Installation 

• Download the zip file from this link: Download 

• Create in the local computer a folder named “Digital_Twin” and extract there the 
content of the zip file downloaded. So, the folder structure in the local computer is: 

Digital_Twin 
│ 
├───orchestration 
│       docker-compose.yaml 
│        
│───subsystems 
    ├───digital-twin-api 
    │   │    
    │   ├───DigitalTwin.Api    
    │         ├───Bin/Release 
    │               dockerfile 
    │                     

https://hub.docker.com/editions/community/docker-ce-desktop-windows/
https://hub.docker.com/editions/community/docker-ce-desktop-mac/
http://grupoceteck.com/ZDMP/Digital_Twin.rar
http://grupoceteck.com/ZDMP/Prediction_and_Optimization.rar
http://grupoceteck.com/ZDMP/Digital_Twin.rar
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    ├───digital-twin-web 
          ├───Dist 
                dockerfile     

• Run PowerShell in the local computer, navigate through folders until folder 
“orchestration” and then write the command: docker-compose up –build, as shown in 
the image below: 

 

• Now the Digital Twin is running. Minimize the PowerShell window and remember not 
to close it in order the component keeps running 

• In order to access to the user interface, open a web browser and type the url: 
http://localhost:4500 

• At this point go to section “How to use” and start using the Digital Twin application 
with all the available functionalities except the simulation module. In order to use the 
simulation module install the ZDMP component Prediction and Optimization Run-time 
as explained as follows in section 2 

• To close the Digital Twin: In the PowerShell window type Ctrl-C or directly close the 
PowerShell window 

1.5.2 Prediction and Optimization Run-time Installation 

• Download the zip file from this link: Download 

• Create in the local computer a folder named “Prediction_and_Optimization” and 
extract there the content of the zip file downloaded 

• Run a new PowerShell window in the local computer. Navigate through folders until 
folder “Prediction_and_Optimization” and then write the following comand (you can 
copy from here and paste): docker-compose –env-file .\orchestration.env -f 
.\orchestration\docker-compose.sim.layers.yaml -f .\orchestration\docker-
compose.sim.dev-data.yaml -f .\orchestration\docker-compose.yaml up –build –
remove-orphans 

http://grupoceteck.com/ZDMP/Prediction_and_Optimization.rar
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• Now the Prediction and Optimization Run-time is running, and the Digital Twin can 
select, configure and run simulations. Minimize the PowerShell window and 
remember not to close it in order the component keeps running 

• In order to close the Prediction and Optimization Run-time : In the PowerShell 
window type Ctrl-C or directly close the PowerShell window 

1.6 How to use 

The Digital Twin Modeler User Interface is a web application tool used to create and edit 
digital twin models. 

A digital twin consists of a virtual representation of the manufacturing process, product 
characterization and simulation. It permits to visualize the status of the manufacturing 
process or product and its technical functionalities and components. It is possible to 
simulate future states of the manufacturing process or product. 

1.6.1 Models 

A model is a hierarchical structure composed by nodes. A node that contains other nodes 
below is a parent node, and the node contained is a child node. 
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In the image above, the node “Production Area” is a parent node that has two child nodes: 
“Mixing Tank1” and “Storage Tank1”. In this way it is possible to have many levels in this 
hierarchical structure. 

A node can be an asset, a process, or a product, and it is composed by static and dynamic 
attributes. For example, in the node “Mixing Tank1” a static attribute is the “Height” (its 
value is constant), and a dynamic attribute is the “Internal Temperature” (its value is 
variable). 

1.6.2 Getting Started 

Once the steps are followed as described in section “Installation”, the Digital Twin Modeler 
UI is accessible through the browser at http://localhost:4500. The first step is to connect 
with the database to read or write from. In this phase of the project the application only can 
read and create models from PI SYSTEM Database (a licensed time-series database), but 
in the next stage it will read and create models from Ditto framework and/or MongoDB. 

After connecting to the database, all the existent models are displayed in a list: 

 

The user chooses the model and the model structure is uploaded: 
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On the left side of the screen can be seen and browse the tree with the nodes structure. 
When a node is selected its corresponding attributes can be seen in the centre window. 

1.6.3 Nodes 

 Creating a new node  

1.6.3.1.1  Create a new node in the first level of the tree 

Click on “New Node” as shown below: 

 

If the name of the new node (for example “Supervision Area”) is typed and “Create is 
selected as a parent node”, the node is created in the first level of the tree: 
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1.6.3.1.2  Create a new node contained into an existing node 

Select in the tree an existing node that will be the parent node (for example “Production 
Line1”). Then click on “New Node”, type the name of the new node (for example “Mixing 
Tank2”) and select “Create as a child node of Production Line1”: 

 

The new node is created and positioned in the tree according to alphabetical order: 
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 Editing a node 

Select in the tree the node that will be edited and click the edit icon: 

 

 Deleting a node 

Select in the tree the node that will be deleted and click the delete icon: 
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1.6.4 Attributes 

Within a node there are attributes, which can be static attributes or dynamic attributes: 

• Static attributes: The attribute value remain constant. In the example (shown at the 
following image), static attributes are “Density”, “Diameter”, etc. which are unchanged 
features of the tank 

• Dynamic attributes: The attribute is a real time signal and its value varies with time. 
Inthe example, dynamic attributes are “External Temperature”, “Flow Rate”, etc. 

Note that besides the attribute name there is an identifying symbol to differentiate if the 
attribute is static or dynamic: 

 

 

• Trend: With all dynamic attributes their trend can be displayed by clicking on the 
corresponding “trend” button as shown in the following image. 
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The trend, by default, comprises a time from now up to 24 hours backwards: 

 

The time interval can be chosen by dragging the mouse with the left button pressed on the 
part of the trend to be inspected. When the mouse button is released the new trend 
appears: 
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Positioning the cursor on the trend shows the numeric value of the attribute and its 
corresponding time stamp. 

 Creating a new attribute 

This functionality will be available next weeks 

 Deleting an attribute 

This functionality will be available next weeks 

 Editing an attribute 

This functionality will be available next weeks 

1.6.5 Export / Import a model in XML 

 Export 

Having loaded a model as described in the Getting Started section, the model can be 
exported in XML format. By clicking “Export Database” a XML file with name “export.xml” 
is created and stored in the fold “Downloads” of the user computer: 
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 Import 

Clicking on “Import Database”, the user can browse the folders and select the XML file 
with the model to load: 

 

1.6.6 Simulation 

A simulation is a process in a way that introducing input data generates as a result output 
data. Simulations are based in mathematical algorithms to emulate a real system, and in 
this way is possible to make future predictions, to observe the system behaviour, etc. 

The required steps to run a simulation are described below: 

STEP 1: Choose a node and create a simulation 

First of all, a node is needed with the data needed for the simulation. That is, this node 
contains the attributes that will be the input data for the simulation. 
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Select the node in the tree and click in “New simulation” as shown in the following image: 

 

STEP 2: Configure the simulation 

Now there is a window to configure the simulation. In the example (with the node “Mixing 
Tank”) the configuration window is as follows: 

 

These are the fields to be filled: 

• Input: All the attributes of the node are shown, and those necessary as input data for 
the simulation must to be selected 

• Simulation type: Clicking on the dropdown all the available models are shown and 
one is selected 

• Simulated Attribute Name: Type the name of the new attribute that will be created 
and will contain the result of the simulation 
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• Data Reference: Type the name of signal in the Data Base to which is mapped the 
“Simulated Attribute Name” 

• Refresh Rate (seconds): Is the periodicity in seconds, with which the simulation is 
going to execute and is going to store a result in database. If you put “0” the 
simulation only will run one time and generate one result 

In the example, this will be the configuration window once is filled: 

 

STEP 3: Run the simulation 

Now click on “Confirm” button to execute the simulation. Then a new child node will be 
created with the attribute that contains the simulation result. This new node will contain the 
attribute with the simulation result, and the attributes used as input data for the simulation. 

In the example, the node “Simulated Internal Temperature” has been created (as a child 
node of “Mixing Tank1”), containing the attribute “Simulated Internal Temperature” (which 
will be refreshed with a new simulated value every 5 seconds), and also containing those 
attributes used as input data: 
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1.7 Functional Requirements Implementation Status (M18) 

The actual implementation status vis-à-vis the functional requirements implementation at 
M18 is provided in the annex of the D006 Technical Management Overview Report. This 
represents the general software status of the project and this WP/Task including 
information on commits and WP5-8 Risks and mitigations. Below is shown a dummy 
example for a security component. 

Functional 
requirement 

Description Status Progress Comments 

T52A013 - Issue 
New certificates 

New client certificates are created. 
These certificates include the details 
that permit the identification of the 
subject (physical device, gateway or 
server). 

Working 90% Beta version, 
requires 
integration 
API with 
security 
command 
centre for 
credentials 
tokenization 
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2 Conclusions 

This deliverable is the first deliverable in the reporting series for T8.1 Characterization and 
Modelling. The deliverables for this task, and all WP5-8 tasks, are software and are of EU 
type “OTHER”. The software and accompanying material (eg description, instructions) is 
available on the ZDMP software repository which is updated dynamically. However, for EU 
formal reporting purposes, this brief cover document provides a formalised pointer to the 
downloadable software and related content. 

This deliverable should read in conjunction with the D006-D020 deliverables which 
document the software process/status for each WP/Task vs its content. This deliverable 
represents the status as at M18 with further living editions at M30 and M48 and an 
informal iteration at M24. 
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